
Class news for Term 4 from Primary 5  

 

We are delighted to welcome all the children back to Kingswells 

Primary School after the holidays for their final term in P5. This 

will be a busy term with lots of fun activities and exciting learning opportunities.  

 

This term our topic will be on investigating plants. In our science lessons we will be 

learning about how plants grow and the factors that affect their growth. We will also look 

at inheritance in plants and people. We will also be looking at some important current 

events and discussing their impact on us. We will have plenty of opportunities to take 

part in outdoor learning, so please remember sun hats, water and sun cream in case we 

finally get some sunshine. 

 

If anyone has an interest or a lot of knowledge they would like to share with the 

class please contact me through Class Dojo. We could arrange for you to come and 

speak to the class at some point in the term. 

 

In Numeracy we will be looking at coordinates, compass work, time probability, division 

and multiplication. We will try to support our maths with plenty of outdoor learning and 

will aim to go outside on Friday mornings, depending on the weather. We will be looking 

to improve our mental maths skills. To help your children please revise the times tables 

and division facts with them throughout the term. 

 

In Literacy our focus will be on functional writing and we will be writing newspaper 

articles and reports. We will also do some work on letter writing. We will be aiming to 

develop the children’s use of connectives. The Chromebooks will be used more often in 

writing lessons this term to help the children improve their typing skills and to edit their 

own work. The children will be able to show you their writing at home by logging onto 

their school Google accounts. Pupils will continue to be encouraged to read to extend 

their vocabulary and provide ideas for writing. In guided reading we will be looking at 

fiction texts and doing a variety of activities to help the children enjoy their reading and 

develop their literacy skills. We will develop our comprehension skills by looking at 

some non fiction texts and identifying key features. 

 

Each week, your child will have:  

● P.E. on a Tuesday and a Thursday for P5SH – please remember PE kit 

● Library on a Tuesday – please remember your book 

● Bikeability Level 1 will take place on a Friday. Don’t forget helmets and bikes! 

 

Homework – this term we will send home tasks for the week on a Friday to be returned 

the following Thursday (unless notified otherwise). Homework can be accessed on Class 

Dojo. If you require a paper copy then please let the teachers know. This term pupils will 

be given a set of words to practice spelling and learn, Manga High activities or a maths 

sheet and there may be other activities relating to their topic.  

 



Children will be issued a library book instead of a home reader. The children will be 

helped to select an appropriate challenging book from the library and will set reading 

targets for the week. Please discuss your child’s reading target and check they are 

sticking to it. The children should read for approximately 15 minutes a day. Please listen 

to them read at least once per week and discuss any interesting points form the book. 

Some children have requested that they be allowed to read their own book from home, 

this is fine as long as they bring it in to school on Tuesdays to read with the rest of the 

class during our literacy circle lesson. 

 

                                        


